PICTURE KEYS FOR ALL FOUR DISCOVER SERIES TABLES
DISCOVER SERIES TREATMENT TABLES
Sweet Dreams Candy Factory

Discover four brown eggs! Discover four cats, four birds or four little mice hiding in the pictures of our Discover Series Tables. Keeping children engaged in discovery while waiting for the doctor makes every visit easy on staff and parents.

Here's how it works.
Hidden in each scene there are 4 Brown Eggs, 4 Cats, 4 Birds, and 4 Mice. Keep the number of objects a secret. Ask the young patient how many of any one of the objects they can find. Whether it’s all or a few, every child’s answer is correct.

Next visit ask them to find one of the other three remaining objects and keep them amused for several visits to come.
Discover four brown eggs! Discover four cats, four birds or four little mice hiding in the pictures of our Discover Series Tables. Keeping children engaged in discovery while waiting for the doctor makes every visit easy on staff and parents.

**Here's how it works.**
Hidden in each scene there are 4 Brown Eggs, 4 Cats, 4 Birds, and 4 Mice. Keep the number of objects a secret. Ask the young patient how many of any one of the objects they can find. Whether it’s all or a few, every child’s answer is correct.

Next visit ask them to find one of the other three remaining objects and keep them amused for several visits to come.
DISCOVER SERIES TREATMENT TABLES  
Secret Garden

Discover four brown eggs! Discover four cats, four birds or four little mice hiding in the pictures of our Discover Series Tables. Keeping children engaged in discovery while waiting for the doctor makes every visit easy on staff and parents.

**Here’s how it works.**
Hidden in each scene there are 4 Brown Eggs, 4 Cats, 4 Birds, and 4 Mice. Keep the number of objects a secret. Ask the young patient how many of any one of the objects they can find. Whether it’s all or a few, every child’s answer is correct.

Next visit ask them to find one of the other three remaining objects and keep them amused for several visits to come.
Discover four brown eggs! Discover four cats, four birds or four little mice hiding in the pictures of our Discover Series Tables. Keeping children engaged in discovery while waiting for the doctor makes every visit easy on staff and parents.

Here's how it works.

Hidden in each scene there are 4 Brown Eggs, 4 Cats, 4 Birds, and 4 Mice. Keep the number of objects a secret. Ask the young patient how many of any one of the objects they can find. Whether it’s all or a few, every child’s answer is correct.

Next visit ask them to find one of the other three remaining objects and keep them amused for several visits to come.